A Population-Based Experimental Model for Protein Evolution: Effects of Mutation Rate and Selection Stringency on Evolutionary Outcomes
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ABSTRACT: Protein evolution is a critical component of organismal evolution and a valuable method for the generation of useful molecules in the laboratory. Few studies, however, have experimentally characterized how fundamental parameters influence protein evolution outcomes over long evolutionary trajectories or multiple replicates. In this work, we applied phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) as an experimental platform to study evolving protein populations over hundreds of rounds of evolution. We varied evolutionary conditions as T7 RNA polymerase evolved to recognize the T3 promoter DNA sequence and characterized how specific combinations of both mutation rate and selection stringency reproducibly result in different evolutionary outcomes. We observed significant and dramatic increases in the activity of the evolved RNA polymerase variants on the desired target promoter after selection for 96 h, confirming positive selection occurred under all conditions. We used high-throughput sequencing to quantitatively define convergent genetic solutions, including mutational “signatures” and nonsignature mutations that map to specific regions of protein sequence. These findings illuminate key determinants of evolutionary outcomes, inform the design of future protein evolution experiments, and demonstrate the value of PACE as a method for studying protein evolution.

While evolution plays an essential role both in shaping the natural world and in the development of valuable therapeutics, materials, and research tools,1−6 the determinants of evolutionary outcomes over long time courses both in nature and in the laboratory remain largely unexplored by systematic experimentation. Experimental efforts to understand protein evolution have largely relied on the reconstruction of presumed evolutionary intermediates7−10 or on experimental evolution over modest numbers of rounds of evolution (typically fewer than 10).11−15 The time-consuming nature of traditional directed evolution methods has made challenging the study of large, freely evolving, protein populations over long time courses.

In contrast, long evolutionary trajectory experiments have been successfully executed for populations of whole organisms and RNA. Seminal work by Lenski and others studying the evolution of whole organisms through continuous culture,16−20 has elucidated some of the determinants of organismal evolutionary outcomes, including the effects of population size, the role of epistasis, and the importance of evolvability.21−24 Additionally, bacteriophages have been used as a relatively minimal, rapidly reproducing system for experimental evolution at the whole-genome level.25−28 Organismal evolution can be difficult to dissect at a molecular level, however, as mutations typically occur not only in genes of interest but also throughout the host genome. Fitness gains in vivo are therefore frequently influenced by complex sets of mutations, confounding the elucidation of the molecular determinants of fitness gains27 at the protein level. Phage display and related techniques can constrain evolution to a small set of genes of interest, but these methods, being more akin to screening, are generally too cumbersome to support many (e.g., dozens or hundreds of) generations of evolution.28

RNA continuous evolution methods have allowed long evolutionary trajectory experiments on both RNA genomes24,25 and catalytic RNAs.29−32 These elegant experiments demonstrate the power and potential of continuous evolution methods applied over long time courses. In both cases, the development of the methodology and infrastructure allowing for continuous evolution allowed the study of long evolutionary trajectories.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE). During PACE, selection phage (SP) encoding genes to be evolved propagate in a fixed-volume vessel (a lagoon). The activity of corresponding gene products is linked to the production of an essential phage protein, pIII, encoded by gene III. E. coli cells, which contain an accessory plasmid (AP) that is the only source of gene III in the system, are continuously pumped into the lagoon. Only phage genomes encoding active proteins of interest induce gene III expression and trigger the production of viable progeny phage. Because the system is constantly diluted, the ability of phage to persist in the system depends directly on their ability to propagate, which in turn depends on the desired activity of the gene of interest.

However, these methodologies rely on fundamental features of RNA replication and have not been applied to proteins.

Long evolutionary trajectories have not been studied on the single-protein level in part because of a lack of a methodology capable of supporting protein continuous evolution. Recently, we developed phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE), a method for the continuous directed evolution of proteins that performs the selection, replication, and mutation of genes of interest continuously without human intervention. PACE allows up to ∼40 theoretical rounds of evolution to take place every 24 h. The PACE system selectively propagates selection phage (SP) that encode evolving proteins in a continuously diluted fixed-volume vessel (a “lagoon”) by linking the activity of SP-encoded proteins to the production of an essential phage protein, pIII, encoded by gene III. The Escherichia coli cells contain an accessory plasmid (AP) that is the only source of gene III in the system (Figure 1). Phage possessing active SP-encoded proteins are capable of generating infectious progeny, while phage possessing inactive SP-encoded proteins are not. Importantly, because of the rate of the continuous dilution, the host E. coli cells do not have sufficient time to divide before they exit the lagoon, preventing their evolution and ensuring that only the phage-encoded genes evolve.

The nature of PACE allows mutations to accumulate exclusively in the phage genome. Previous in vivo evolution studies have used mutator E. coli strains, which introduce mutations throughout both the gene of interest and the E. coli genome, complicating the interpretation of fitness gains and necessitating human intervention between rounds. In PACE, the host E. coli cells possess an arabinose-inducible mutagenesis plasmid (MP) that is induced only in the lagoon. Like traditional mutator strains, mutations are distributed across the gene of interest and the host. However, unlike traditional mutator strains, mutations persist in the phage genome and not in the E. coli host because the average residence time of the E. coli cells in the lagoon is insufficient to allow cell division.

The uncoupling of gene-of-interest evolution from host genome evolution during PACE allows the study of large gene populations over hundreds of rounds of evolution in parallel replicates with minimal human intervention. Moreover, the selection conditions of the gene of interest can be carefully controlled with minimal concern for the impact on cell survival or cell evolution. PACE can therefore serve as an experimental platform for studying the determinants of protein evolution outcomes over long evolutionary trajectories.

In this work, we integrated phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) and high-throughput DNA sequencing to study the effects of mutation rate and selection stringency on evolving protein populations over long evolutionary trajectories that would be difficult or impractical to implement using conventional directed evolution methods. We observed that specific combinations of mutation rate and selection stringency reproducibly resulted in differences in evolutionary outcomes, including mutational “signatures” and nonsignature mutations that map to specific regions of protein sequence. Our findings illuminate key determinants of protein evolutionary outcomes and suggest hypotheses that inform both the design of future protein evolution experiments and the interpretation of natural protein evolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General Methods. All polymerase chain reactions were performed with Hot Start Phusion II polymerase (Thermo Scientific). Water was purified using a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Billerica, MA). All vectors were constructed by isothermal assembly cloning (i.e., Gibson assembly). Single-point mutants and reversions were generated using the QuikChange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent). All DNA cloning was performed with NEB Turbo cells (New England Biolabs). Plaque assays and PACE experiments were performed using E. coli S109 cells derived from DH10B as previously described. Luciferase assays were performed in...
NEB 10-β cells (New England Biolabs) as described in the Supporting Information.

**Phage Preoptimization.** To minimize the potential fitness advantages of mutations to the phage genome, a previously described VCM13 helper phage with T7 RNAP (HP-T7RNAP A)33 was preoptimized by PACE. HP-T7RNAP A was continuously propagated for 6 days with arabinose induction at a 2.0 volume/h dilution rate using a high-copy number AP-containing gene III under control of a T7 promoter. Wild-type T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) was then subcloned into a randomly chosen phage backbone clone from this preoptimization selection and sequenced to ensure the correct cloning of the T7 RNAP gene. The resulting SP (SP T7 RNAP wt) was used as the starting point for all PACE experiments.

**Phage-Assisted Continuous Evolution (PACE).** The turbidostat, lagoons, media, and general PACE setup were set up as previously described.33 Lagoons had volumes of 40 mL, and the flow rate was 2.0 volumes/h. Lagoon samples were collected at 6, 12, 24, 30, 36, 48, 54, 60, 72, 78, 84, and 96 h. Each lagoon was inoculated with \( 5 \times 10^8 \) pfu of SP T7 RNAP wt (see Phage Preoptimization) and propagated continuously for 48 h on AP-T7/T3. To begin the second 48 h of selection (on AP-T3), 40 \( \mu \)L of lagoon sample from 48 h was used to reinitiate PACE. Each lagoon contained \( \sim 10^9 \)–\( 10^{10} \) phage after 48 h, corresponding to reinitiation with a population size of \( \sim 10^6 \)–\( 10^7 \) phage per lagoon. This large phage population was used to minimize imposing a bottleneck in the evolution between the hybrid promoter and the final T3 promoter while still allowing further experiments with the phage.

Samples used for reselection (the sample from the lagoon that washed out and the samples used for the low-then-high stringency selection) that were more than 1 month old were revived using the following procedure: 40 \( \mu \)L of lagoon isolate was added to 500 \( \mu \)L of fresh cells (OD_{600} = 0.4), incubated at 37 °C for 30 min, and then added directly to a lagoon to initiate PACE.

**High-Throughput Sequencing Data Analysis.** A custom MATLAB script (available upon request) was used to align HTS sequencing reads with the wild-type sequence and count the nucleotide and amino acid positions from which the experimental sample deviates from the wild-type sequence. We observed an error rate that varies as a function of nucleotide position; importantly, the error rate is highly reproducible from multiple sequencing runs and sample preparations. We sequenced multiple, independently prepared samples (over multiple sequencer runs) of the wild-type gene and used the error rate of these samples as a “baseline” for future experiments. This yielded both an average error rate and a standard deviation for the error of wild-type sequencing for each nucleotide and amino acid position in the gene (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).

To compensate for systemic sample preparation and sequencing errors, the observed fraction of mutations at each nucleotide or amino acid position of the wild-type T7-RNAP reference gene was subtracted from the fraction of mutations in a given experimental sample, resulting in the “corrected fraction mutated”. Mutations were defined as amino acid positions with a corrected fraction mutated that is both ≥2.5% and at least five standard deviations higher than the corrected fraction mutation of the wild-type reference sequence. Extensive controls demonstrating the validity of this sequencing methodology are detailed in the Supporting Information (see Supplementary Results, Figures S1–S4, and Table S1).

Additional methods are provided in the Supporting Information.

### RESULTS

**Experimental Design.** T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) is a single-subunit RNA polymerase that recognizes the native T7 promoter with a high degree of specificity.35 We used PACE to evolve T7 RNAP to recognize the T3 promoter38,39 (Figure 2A), which is not natively recognized by T7 RNAP, under four distinct selection conditions, each in 4-fold replicate: high stringency and high mutagenesis, high stringency and low mutagenesis, low stringency and high mutagenesis, and low stringency and low mutagenesis. We controlled selection stringency by modulating the copy number of the accessory plasmid (AP), and mutagenesis was varied by inducing the expression of mutagenic genes on the mutagenesis plasmid (MP).

![Figure 2. T7 RNAP promoter evolution as a model for studying the effects of mutation rate and selection stringency on protein evolution. (A) DNA sequence of the T7 promoter, the T7/T3 hybrid promoter, and the final T3 promoter target of the evolution. (B) Schematic of the experimental parameters varied in this study. Stringency was varied by controlling the copy number of the accessory plasmid (AP), and mutagenesis was varied by inducing the expression of mutagenic genes on the mutagenesis plasmid (MP).](image-url)
the gene enters the lagoon. The low-mutagenesis lagoons received an equivalent volume of water and therefore relied on the basal mutation rate of DNA replication (≈5 × 10⁻⁷ per nucleotide per generation) to generate diversity.

All selections began by seeding each lagoon with 5 × 10⁶ pfu of SP encoding wild-type (wt) T7 RNAP. Because wild-type phage do not propagate on host cells containing the T3 promoter, the lagoons were continuously evolved for 48 h on a hybrid T7/T3 promoter (AP hybrid) that served as an evolutionary steppingstone to T3 promoter recognition. A sample from each lagoon was then diluted into a fresh lagoon receiving host cells harboring AP-T3 and continuously evolved for an additional 48 h (96 h total). Phage surviving 96 h of PACE in each lagoon will have undergone an average of ~100 theoretical rounds of evolution, calculated on the basis of the theoretical time for an average phage life cycle during PACE, and survived an ~10⁴-fold net dilution.

**Genetic Evidence of Positive Selection.** To quantitatively analyze population genotypes, we subjected lagoon samples to high-throughput DNA sequencing (HTS). We experimentally demonstrated that HTS could reliably detect mutations present at a ≥2.5% frequency in each population (Supplementary Results, Figures S1–S4, and Tables S1 and S5 of the Supporting Information). Across all lagoons, 153 instances of significantly mutated nucleotide positions were observed; of these, 101 represent coding mutations, while 52 represent silent mutations. Of the 101 coding mutations, 32 are observed in more than one lagoon (32%) while only one of the noncoding mutations is observed in multiple lagoons (2%).

The 101 coding mutations result in mutations at 97 of the 883 amino acids of T7 RNAP, representing 11% of the total amino acids of the protein. Among these are a number of mutations that have been previously described to be important for substrate broadening, such as E222K, to serve as a specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition such as N748D, or have been identified in previous work, such as S542V. Collectively, the strong enrichment of coding mutations over noncoding mutations, the recurrent nature of these mutations, and the observation of known beneficial mutations provide compelling evidence of positive evolution.

**All Four Selection Conditions Evolve T3 Promoter Recognition Activity.** SPs encoding wt T7 RNAP do not form plaques on host cells containing either low- or high-stringency AP-T3. In contrast, 15 of the 16 lagoons at 96 h contained phage that formed plaques on AP-T3 of their respective stringency. Although all 16 lagoons yielded phage that were active on the T7/T3 hybrid promoter at the conclusion of the T7/T3 hybrid selection (48 h time point), one lagoon repeatedly failed to yield T3-active phage (high-stringency, low-mutagenesis lagoon 1) at the end of the T3 selection, likely because of its distinct genetic composition following T7/T3 hybrid evolution (see below).

We assayed the activity of 10 or more RNAP genes from each of the 15 active 96 h lagoons. Although wt T7 RNAP showed no detectable activity on the T3 promoter (less than ~1%), the average lagoon from all 15 active lagoons at 96 h exhibited activities on the T3 promoter of ≥11% of the activity of wt T7 RNAP on the T7 promoter, which we define as 100% (Figure 3). Notably, RNAP variants evolved in the high-stringency lagoons showed an average T3 promoter activity of 215%, whereas the low-stringency lagoons evolved an average T3 promoter activity of 43%. These results indicate that evolved activity levels were strongly dependent on selection stringency.

**Potential Explanation for Phage Washout of High-Stringency, Low-Mutagenesis Lagoon 1.** To test if the inability of high-stringency, low-mutagenesis lagoon 1 to survive the final 48 h of selection on AP-T3 was a stochastic occurrence or instead reflected a property of this lagoon's population after 48 h, we repeated the final 48 h of T3 selection for this lagoon in duplicate. Once again, no active phage were observed in any replicate after 48 h of high-stringency, low-mutagenesis selection on AP-T3, indicating that the enzymes at the end of the 48 h T7/T3 hybrid selection in this lagoon were not capable of evolving sufficient activity on the T3 promoter.

To begin to understand the inability of one of the lagoons to complete the selection at low mutagenesis and high stringency, we performed HTS on samples from all of the lagoons at 48 h using the methods described above. When we compared genetic data from 48 h samples to genetic data from 96 h samples, we noticed that mutation at E222 varied significantly between 48 and 96 h (Figure S5 of the Supporting Information). At 48 h, a wide range of mutations was present at E222, while at 96 h, only E222K and E222Q were observed. Thus, several of the mutations present at 48 h are de-enriched upon selection for activity on the T3. One of those de-enriched mutations, E222G, is present in 100% of the population of the lagoon that did not complete the selection. Importantly, while three of the eight high-stringency populations possess E222G as a measurable subpopulation at 48 h, zero possess E222G at 96 h.

We hypothesized that E222G may be unable to achieve high activity in the context of the other highly enriched mutation of the high-stringency, low-mutagenesis conditions, N748D. To test this hypothesis, we biochemically reconstructed the three possible combinations of E222K, -Q, or -G and N748D and assayed their activity. We observed that the E222K/N748D pair (the most common combination) is the most active double mutant on T3, while the E222G/N748D pair was the least active double mutant on T3 (Figure S6 of the Supporting Information). While the E222G/N748D pair is more active...
than N748D alone, it is still less active than the other double mutants and may not possess sufficient activity to propagate. This could be an example of negative sign epistasis, in which mutations that are individually beneficial become deleterious in combination, which have been previously identified 12 and may have created evolutionary dead ends. Other possible explanations for the relationship between E222G and phage washout include increased polymerase promiscuity or decreased protein stability, which are beyond the scope of this study. We also note that while our observations of E222G’s abundance and effects on activity are suggestive, other, less obvious genetic differences might also underlie the inability of phage in this lagoon to propagate.

Notably, there is significantly more amino acid variation at E222 at 48 h among high-mutagenesis, high-stringency lagoons than among low-mutagenesis, high-stringency lagoons. While several other lagoons contained a measurable subpopulation containing E222G at 48 h, in each case the E222G mutation was not present at 96 h (Figure S5 of the Supporting Information). Unlike the lagoon that did not yield viable phage at 96 h, each of the other lagoons that contained E222G at 48 h also contained a subpopulation containing either E222K or E222Q, which, upon selection on T3, overtook the population. These findings suggest that, particularly under low-mutagenesis conditions, different replicates can lead to dramatically different outcomes, including the inability to complete an evolutionary trajectory.

Selection Conditions Determine the Genotypic Outcome. Populations of RNAP genes obtained through HTS data were characterized using three metrics that reflect different aspects of genetic diversity and one new metric that we developed to reflect evolutionary divergence and reproducibility. \( M \) is the total number of unique mutations (≥2.5% frequency in the population) present in the set of four lagoon replicates for a given selection condition; \( \langle M \rangle \) is the average number of mutations in each of the four lagoon replicates across a given selection condition, and ISI (inverse Simpson index, averaged across loci) measures the average genetic diversity over all populations. 14 To measure the similarity of evolved populations, we developed a new metric, \( F_{\text{div}} \) (Supporting Information), which is based on \( F_{\text{ST}} \) 65 but is modified to reflect the divergence between populations relative to the divergence from an ancestral starting gene. For the purpose of detecting divergent or parallel evolution from a known ancestor, \( F_{\text{ST}} \) has the advantage that, if a mutation at a particular locus fixes in two separate populations, this will decrease the value of \( F_{\text{ST}} \) indicating greater parallelism, relative to the case in which neither population has a mutation at this locus. In contrast, \( F_{\text{CT}} \) treats these two cases as equivalent. As with \( F_{\text{ST}} \), compared populations are increasingly divergent and dissimilar as \( F_{\text{ST}} \) approaches 1.

The highest values for all three diversity indices (Table 1) were observed for the low-stringency, high-mutagenesis condition, and the lowest values were observed for the high-stringency, low-mutagenesis condition, indicating that higher mutation rates and lower selection stringency increase the mutational diversity of evolved populations, as expected. We calculated \( F_{\text{div}} \) for each selection condition and for each possible pair of selection conditions to compare the similarity between sibling lagoons (those evolved under identical conditions) with the similarity of nonsibling lagoons (Figure 4 and Table S2 of the Supporting Information). Among the 10 \( F_{\text{div}} \) values, the three smallest \( F_{\text{div}} \) values were from populations within a given selection condition (for low stringency and high mutagenesis, \( F_{\text{div}} = 0.29 \); for high stringency and high mutagenesis, \( F_{\text{div}} = 0.27 \); for high stringency and low mutagenesis, \( F_{\text{div}} = 0.29 \)). These results indicate that the most similar evolutionary outcomes occurred within one set of selection conditions, implying that selection condition similarity is the primary determinant of the relatedness of evolutionary outcomes. Induction of mutagenesis under low- or high-stringency selection increased all three metrics of diversity compared to those of low-mutagenesis populations but surprisingly resulted in lower \( F_{\text{div}} \) values under low stringency. This finding indicates that an increased level of mutagenesis results in increased evolutionary convergence of populations relative to the genetic distance separating them from their common ancestor.

Selection Conditions Generate Distinct Mutational Signatures. With the exception of mutations at E222, most high-abundance mutations, defined as those that appear in at least 50% of a lagoon’s population, are observed in multiple sibling lagoons but occur only rarely within lagoons subjected to other selection conditions. The similarity between the high-abundance mutations in sibling lagoons creates a common set of convergent mutations, a “mutational signature,” unique for that selection condition (Figure 5). For example, the populations evolved under high-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions contain E222K and N748D at ∼100% abundance and Y178H, -C, or -D at 57% abundance. This particular pattern of mutations is absent in lagoons subjected to the other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mutagenesis</th>
<th>stringency</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>( \langle M \rangle )</th>
<th>ISI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24 ± 10</td>
<td>1.0068 ± 0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 ± 2</td>
<td>1.0029 ± 0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15 ± 5</td>
<td>1.0045 ± 0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 ± 0</td>
<td>1.0012 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The error in \( \langle M \rangle \) is the standard deviation. The error in ISI was calculated according to the description in Materials and Methods.*

![Figure 4. Genotypic outcomes of RNAP evolution under different conditions.](image-url)

Figure 4. Genotypic outcomes of RNAP evolution under different conditions. \( F_{\text{div}} \) values at 96 h, calculated for each set of four sibling lagoons and compared to each other set of four nonsibling lagoons.
three selection conditions. Genes evolved under high-stringency, low-mutagenesis conditions possess a related though distinct signature that lacks a mutation at Y178 (100% mutation of E222K or -Q and N748D). The low-stringency, high-mutagenesis populations evolved a different signature of E222K, E775K, and either G542V or V574A, which appear to be negatively epistatic (Figures S7 and S8 of the Supporting Information). Each of these three mutational signatures is common to sibling lagoons but was not found in any of the 12 nonsibling lagoons. As suggested by its high $F_{split}$ value (0.90, the highest observed value), no signature mutations emerged from the low-stringency, low-mutagenesis selection conditions, even though enzymes surviving these conditions evolved significant T3 promoter activity.

**Nonsignature Mutations Converge on Specific Amino Acid Regions.** Although the reproducibility of the mutational signatures is striking, the vast majority (91%) of mutations are not found in a mutational signature. These nonsignature mutations (NSMs) are present at <50% abundance, and many (30%) evolved independently in multiple lagoons. While these NSMs did not strongly converge on specific amino acids, we wondered if these mutations converged on particular regions of primary amino acid sequence. To test this possibility, we computationally generated 1000 sets of simulated protein sequences with a total mutational frequency identical to that of the 15 lagoons of 96 h but with these mutations randomly distributed throughout the simulated proteins. We then tested if the experimentally observed NSMs are more frequently clustered within 10-amino acid segments covering the entire protein than in the simulated sequences (Supporting Information).

We observed that the experimental data set has a greater number of 10-amino acid segments containing five or more NSMs than any of the 1000 simulated sequences ($p < 0.001$), suggesting that the observed mutations are more tightly grouped than would be expected by random chance. There are nine different overlapping protein segments (“clusters”) that contain five or more mutations (Table S3 of the Supporting Information). On the basis of the crystal structure of the initiation phase T7 RNAP,46,47 which is thought to be the most important for promoter recognition and clearance, four of these windows (amino acids 121–136, 230–247, 379–394, and 763–779) are predicted to make direct contact with either the DNA substrate, the nascent RNA transcript, or the incoming NTP. Perhaps more surprisingly, five of these amino acid regions (56–76, 153–184, 453–469, 595–607, and 672–697) do not make direct contacts with the substrate in the initiation phase T7 RNAP structure, but all but one of these regions (453–469) makes DNA or RNA contacts in the elongation structure,48 suggesting optimization of these regions may improve polymerase parameters aside from promoter clearance.

To analyze whether NSM clusters are specific to selection conditions, we repeated the simulations described above for each selection condition separately (Supporting Information). Although we did not identify clusters that were specific to either of the two low-mutagenesis selections, three clusters are specific to the high-stringency, high-mutagenesis selection conditions and three different clusters are specific to the low-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions. Interestingly, in five of these six clusters, we observed significantly enriched mutations as a function of selection stringency (Figure 6A,B). These results suggest that NSMs tend to converge on specific regions of primary sequence that are dependent on selection stringency and therefore experimentally demonstrate that selection conditions can cause convergence on mutations in distinct regions of primary sequence.

**Stringency Defines Distinct Mutational Paths through the Fitness Landscape.** The differences in both the mutational signature and the NSM clusters in the populations selected at high and low stringency suggest that the high-stringency solutions may not be on the same mutational path.49

---

**Figure 5.** Mutational frequency of positions mutated in at least 50% of any population demonstrating distinct mutational signatures that depend on selection conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mutagenesis rate</th>
<th>high</th>
<th>low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stringency</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagoon</td>
<td>Y178C/H/D</td>
<td>E222K/Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y178C/H/D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E222K/Q</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G542V/V574A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N748D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E775K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutation abundance:</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 6.** Clustering of nonsignature mutations (NSMs). (A) Fraction of NSMs identified in specific clusters in the high-stringency populations. (B) Fraction of NSMs identified in specific clusters in the low-stringency populations.
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as their high-stringency counterparts. These results are consistent with a model in which at least two distinct mutational paths through the fitness landscape, one associated with high activity and one associated with lower activity, are accessed in a stringency-dependent manner. To test this hypothesis, lagoon samples from all four of the 96 h low-stringency, high-mutagenesis lagoon replicates were separately evolved on AP-T3 for an additional 48 h under high-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions (“low-then-high stringency”). If the resulting populations converge on the genotypes of the populations evolved directly under high-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions, then these results would suggest that both conditions guided the populations through similar mutational fates. Alternatively, if the resulting genotypes remain segregated on the basis of selection stringency history, this result would suggest that the populations followed different evolutionary paths to reach a final high-activity end point.

While only one of the four low-stringency, high-mutagenesis lagoons had average activity on the T3 promoter of >35% at 96 h, all four of the lagoons evolved at least 115% average activity after high-stringency selection for an additional 48 h, very similar to the activity levels of the original 96 h high-stringency populations (Figure 7A). Despite the similar phenotypes of the high-stringency and the low-then-high stringency populations, the resulting populations still possess strong genotypic differences. The low-then-high stringency populations possess a mutational signature consisting of E222K, G542V/V574A, and N748D, different than the mutational signature of any other selection condition (Figure 7B). M, Fdiv, and ISI of the newly evolved populations increased while ⟨M⟩ remained the same, indicating an increase in diversity and divergence without an increase in the number of average mutations per lagoon (Table S4 of the Supporting Information). Fdiv between the new population and both low-stringency selections increased, while Fdiv between the new population and both of the high-stringency selections decreased (Figure 7C and Table S4 of the Supporting Information), indicating that the population became more high-stringency-like during the course of the selection but still retained significant low-stringency character. The observation that the low-then-high stringency selection resulted in a different genotype than the high-stringency selections suggests that the low-stringency mutational signature arises from a distinct mutational path through the fitness landscape.

**DISCUSSION**

PACE supports multiple parallel lagoons each containing up to ~109 different mutants in a gene of interest, minimizes population bottlenecks, and allows hundreds of theoretical rounds of evolution in multiple replicates to be performed on a practical time scale (days to weeks). Coupled with HTS, PACE allows population-level studies of protein evolution. The tunable nature of our system allowed us to vary several fundamental parameters of evolution (selection stringency and
mutation rate) and examine how each affected phenotypes, genotypes, and the reproducibility of those genotypes. Our findings reveal in molecular detail that changing the mutation rate, selection stringency, or the schedule of selection pressures can result in distinct and reproducible population-wide genetic differences. PACE provides an opportunity to directly observe protein evolution in real time on the population level, which could help validate the knowledge gained from previous theoretical models and experimental systems. We note, however, that because the conditions of any laboratory evolution experiment, including the ones described here, differ from those found in other experiments or in nature, the extent to which these effects will be consistently observed across various protein evolution systems remains to be tested.

Families of related solutions (mutational signatures) reproducibly emerged as a function of selection conditions, and changing either the mutation rate or the selection stringency resulted in a unique mutational signature. Mutations at E222, which were highly enriched under all selection conditions except the low-stringency, low-mutagenesis condition, are known to broaden substrate specificity. Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition. Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39 Both high-stringency conditions enriched N748D, a known specificity determinant for T3 promoter recognition.39

The high-stringency, high-mutagenesis condition also enriched mutations at Y178, which makes potential DNA contacts in the elongation complex. This mutation, which was not enriched in the high-stringency, low-mutagenesis condition, may provide additional fitness advantages not directly observed in the transcriptional reporter assay. For example, mutations at Y178 may confer increased stability and therefore increased tolerance of the mutational load experienced by populations under high-mutagenesis conditions.31,32

Low-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions resulted in the unique enrichment of E775K, which makes contacts with DNA in the initiation complex, and either G542V, which is located near the DNA substrate and has previously been identified as a mutation associated with broadened ribonucleotide substrate scope, or V574A. These combinations of mutations resulted in lower average T3 activity than those populations with N748D. Intriguingly, the low-stringency, high-mutagenesis populations scored the highest on all measures of diversity, including the total number of unique mutations, the average number of mutations, and the inverse Simpson index. Therefore, this unique mutational signature is likely not a result of these populations simply evolving less. Instead, it appears that the combination of G542V/V574A and E775K provides additional benefits under low-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions, even though that combination has lower measured T3 promoter activity than those populations with N748D. Consistent with this model, E775K was generally de-enriched when the low-stringency, high-mutagenesis populations were evolved under high-stringency conditions. This observation also suggests a potential epistatic interaction between N748D and E775K, even though these residues are not located in the proximity of one another.

Given that T3 promoter recognition activity strong enough to survive the high-stringency selection should also pass the low-stringency selection, it is not clear why the mutational signature in the low-stringency, high-mutagenesis selections reproducibly differs from that of the high-stringency, high-mutagenesis conditions. The signatures obtained in these two conditions not only differ but also have very few residues in common; only E222K is observed in both mutational signatures. These observations suggest that the low-stringency signature is not merely a steppingstone to the high-stringency signature but instead represents a unique genotype. The high reproducibility of these two mutational signatures argues against stochasticity as the basis for their differences and instead suggests that they may make important contributions to aspects of fitness beyond simply increasing T3 promoter transcription levels.

Induction of mutagenesis resulted in increased diversity, as expected, but also increased the reproducibility of evolution. This effect may arise for a variety of reasons. (1) Many possible solutions may satisfy the selection criteria, in which case enhanced mutational sampling may allow more frequent access to a smaller set of superior solutions. (2) Increasing the mutation rate may implicitly select for the ability to tolerate additional mutations, and satisfying this additional constraint might contribute to the decreased observed divergence. (3) High mutational loads may result in a high fraction of completely inactivated genes, resulting in narrow bottlenecks of surviving genes and sequence convergence. The precise molecular underpinnings and potential biological relevance of this observation merit future investigation.

Increasing the selection stringency also significantly influenced evolutionary outcomes, resulting in fewer mutations and lower diversity, but more reproducible results. These outcomes are consistent with a smaller set of possible outcomes that satisfy the criteria of the selection and a more constrained fitness landscape.

We also observe nonsignature mutations (NSMs) that vary both between and within selection conditions and converge on regions of primary sequence in a selection condition-dependent manner (clusters). It is tempting to speculate that these mutations may be the result of functional redundancy or epistasis with the signature mutations. For example, clustered NSMs might have redundant functions of optimizing positioning or folding of a piece of secondary structure altered by the presence of a beneficial, but not optimal, signature mutation, as has been hypothesized in the “evolutionary Stokes shift” theory. The enrichment of these stabilizing, compensatory mutations is critical at high mutation rates and in the acquisition of new functions. This further optimization is consistent with the prevalence of clusters predicted to make substrate contacts in the elongation phase of T7 RNAP, but not in the initiation phase. Regardless of their origin, this significant and curious phenomenon would be difficult to observe without many parallel replicates as well as HTS. We also hope that further application of PACE as an evolutionary model system might
elucidate important additional insights into molecular evolution.

These findings have implications for future protein evolution experiments. Our observation that different signature and nonsignature mutational solutions evolve in response to changes in mutation rate, selection stringency, and stringency history suggests that performing parallel laboratory evolution experiments under varying mutagenesis levels, stringencies, and stringency schedules may yield a broader diversity of evolved solutions than a more conventional approach of increasing selection stringency of a single population as the number of completed rounds of evolution increases. In addition, because a common goal of some early stage laboratory protein evolution efforts is to generate a diverse set of modestly active variants prior to a later stage in which these variants are recombined and compete,58 our results suggest that low-stringency, low-mutagenesis conditions—conditions that resulted in this study in a broad, consensus-free population of modestly active variants—are well-suited to the early stages of evolution, while increasing stringency or increasing mutagenesis can help drive early stage populations to high-activity consensus.
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